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1. Introdu c tion 

In early medieval societies male violence has a 

complexity and a social-embedded nature. How

ever, violence and the use of weapon were integral 
elements of masculine personal identity, particularly 

for elites. In these ways, weapons and related items 
became an integral part of commemorating personal 

and group identities. The symbolic significance and 
mnemonic, social-psychological impact of the orna

mented belts, sabrecache plates, and weaponry could 
also have derived from the rich and complex decora

tions applied to weaponry and related items (in chis 

sense for example weaponry and other ornate items 

from the rich graves from Rakamaz, Karos, Zemp-
1 in, etc.). These decorated weapons may have been 
powerful visual statements of identity. 1 

As part of che inventories of these rich graves, 

the sophisticated metalworks which are represented 

by the most sabretache plates which were regarded as 
genuine Hungarian products from the beginning of 

the 10th century for about 150 years. 2 Being one of 
the most iconic artefacts of the "funerary horizon" 3 

of the Hungarian Conquest Period (] 0th century 
AD) in the Carpathian Basin, sabretaches and in 

particularly their decoration has been in constant at

tention of - especially Hungarian - archaeologists.4 

Karen H0ilund Nielsen, Animal Art and the Weapon Burial 
Rice- a Political Badge? In: Burial & Society. The chronological 
and Social analysis of Archaeological Burial Data, eds C laus Kjeld 
Jensen/Karen I-10ilund Nielsen (Aarhus 1997) 129-148. 

The Ancient Hungarians. Exhibition Catalogue, ed. Istvan 

Fodor (Budapest 1996) 49. 
3 Burial customs are considered the most important clements 
in the defi nition of che 1 Och century Hungarian cultural "ho
rizon", cultural "conglomeration". However, we would like to 

mention, thac instead of che outdated notion of "archaeological 
culture'' (for a pertinent critical analysis see Sebastian Brather, 
Erhnische lnrerprecationen in der friihgeschichtlichen Archaol
ogic. Geschichte, Grundlagcn und Alternativen . Reallexikon der 
Germanischen Alten umskunde, Erganmngsba nd 42 !Berlin, New 
York 2004] 517-567) we opted for the term "funerary horizon" as 
chis concept is limited to the precise chronological dating in the 
conrext o f a geographical region (either micro- or macro-region). 
• Nandor Ferrich, A honfoglal6 magyarsag femmuvessege 
/ D ie Mcca ll kunst der landnehmenden Ungarn. Archaelogia 
Hungarica. Magyar Tiirceneti Muzeum 21 (Budapest 1937); 
Nandor Fecrich, Die altungarische Kunsc (Berlin 1942); Tscvan 
Dienes, Honfoglalas kori tarsolyainkr6l. Folia Archaeologica. A 
.'vlagyar Nemzeti Muzeum Evkiinyve. Annales Musei Nationalis 
Hungarici 16, 1964, 79-112; Laszlo Revesz, A karosi honfogla
liskori temerok. Reges,.eti adacok a Felso-Tisza videk X. szazadi 
tiirtenecehez. Magyarorszag honfoglalis kori es kora Arpad-kori 

sfrleletei 1 (Miskolc 1996) 144-153; Agnes Fiiredi, Honfogla-
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As appreciated by Laszlo Revesz, these products -

among ocher artefacts as weapon belt, ornate sabres, 
bow cases, sabrerache plates - are considered "insig
nia of rank" of the Hungarian conqueror el ites.' 

2. T h e co mpar a tiv e Analys i s of t h e 

C h a r acte ri s tic s of Sa br etac he Plates 

The research of the sabrecache places in the 10th 
cencury has hitherto mainly focused on the repousse 
ornaments decorating the sabrecaches, more precise
ly the decoration technique, the motifs employed 

(concentric circles, palmette motifs, zoomorphic, 
and cruciform motifs, ere.), without however at

tempting a comparative analysis of rhe structure of 

the finds. For th is reason, rhe present paper sets out 
co analyse the functional and decorative character

istics by taking into account all known instances of 
such artefacts discovered so far. 

As pare of the present investigation we attempt
ed co systematize the characteristics inherent co this 
category of finds (Fig. I). 

The observations based on the comparative 

analysis of the aforementioned artefacts are multi
d imensional: 

l. The number of the undecorated sabrerache 

plates is quite high in the Carpathian Basin and 
Scandinavia (12 finds), on the other side all 

known sabrerache plates discovered in Eastern 
Europe wirh the notable exception of rhe find 

from Andreyevskaya shhel were decorate with 
floral and zoomorphic motifs. 

2 . Somewhat conspicuously the presence of the 

floral compositions based on palmette motifs 
characteristic to Islamic art is almost ubiquitous 

in the Carpathian Basin,6 and hitherto unknown 
among the finds from Eastern Europe (see Fig. 1 

and List). Jr is however important co underline 
that this situation is determined by the stare of 

las kori carsolylemez Pest megyeben. A Bugyi-Felsovanyi 2. sir. 
Archaelogiai Errcsfc6. A Magyar Regeszeti es Muveszerriineneti 
Tarsulat rudomanyos folyoicata 137, 2012, 22 1, 228-229, 12- 14 
Fig.; Adam Boll6k, O rnamencika a 10. szazadi Kirpat-meden
ceben: formatiirteneti ranulmanyok a magyar honfoglalas kori 
dfszft6miivesze1hez (Budapest 2015) 282-296, 306- 313; Agnes 
Fliredi, Tarsolyok. Rubicon tiirtenelmi foly6irat 2016/7, 67- 7 I. 
5 T he Ancient Hungarians (Note 2), 48- 49. 

Only the sabrecache plate from Tiszabezded grave 8 was dec
o rated with zoomorphic motifs. See the comprehensive analysis 
in Boll6k, Ornamentika a 10. szazadi (Note 4), 429-502. 
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the research, a fact overlooked by the researchers 
previously deal ing with this question. 

3. The rectangular openwork had the role of fas

tening the sabretache plate: the belt fragment 
preserved for example on the find from And

reyevskaya shhel illustrates rhe fastening mech
anism and the way it was mounted on the exter
nal surface of the sabrerache. Furthermore, rhe 

central fitting possibly combined with a chin 
ring which did not survive composed the clos

ing mechanism of the item. Without a doubt 

th is fastening mechanism is similar with char 

employed in the case of the sabretaches deco
rated with fittings. The intact find from Marean 

Cu provides an almost identical analogy. 
4. Analysing the 38 finds hitherto known, their 

fastening and closing structures can be grouped 
into two categories, the first one displaying 

structural ties with the sabrerache decorated 

with fittings (Fig. 2). The rectangular openwork 
in rhe central part of the sabrerache plate is quite 
rare being one of rhe main connection points 
in functional terms with the sabreraches deco

rated with fittings, as their closing mechanism 

is identical. Similar openwork - apart from the 

three finds in the Mardjani collection, discov
ered in the Western Ural region - can be found 

on only one of the 27 finds from the Carpathian 
Basin, i. e. on the sabretache plate d iscovered in 
Bana. Thus, it can be said that very few of the sa

bretaches decorated with places share the same -

or similar - closing mechanisms as rhe so-called 
simple sabretaches, indicating chat the high 

number of finds displaying an alternative closing 
mechanism in the Carpathian Basin (a coral of 

26 pieces) can be understood as a change (albeit 

not in an evolut ionary sense) in rhe decoration 
and use of these implements. Furthermore, rhe 

macro-topography of their distribution is also 
interesting co note. As mentioned before, with 
the exception of the artefact from Bana - rhe 

only such discovery from the Carpathian Basin 
- all of the finds come from the steppe region of 

Southern Russia (the Mardjani collection) and 
Andreyevskaya shhel (Fig. 3) . The explanation 

for the abandonment of the central openwork is 
quite straightforward and logical: the craftsmen 

who decorated the surface of the places intended 
to protect the artefacts from subsequent inter

ventions which threatened the integrity of the 



Morphological 
Carpathian Ba.sin 

Northern Caucasus, 
Volga Cama region Scandinavia characteristics steppe region 

Bcsenyocelek-Szorh:ic, Eperjeskc gr. 

2, lzsak-Balazspu.,-,ra, Karas-II gr. 52, 
undecorated surface of Kened6-Fa1.ekas,ug-l gr. 3, 14, -II 

An<lreyevskaya shhcl 
Birka gr. 819 

the plate gr. 28, l'erbete gr. 3, Tiszanfoa-Cseh and 956 
ca11ya gr. I, T uzser-Boszorkanyhegy 
gr. 6 
Floral mo1ifs (Bana, .Barand", 

Bodrogvecs/Vcc, Bugyi-Felsov:iny gr. 

2, Dunavecse-Feheregyhaza, 
Floral motifs 

Eperjeske gr. 2-3, H lohovec/Galgoc, 
( Kryukovo-Kuzhnoye 

Karas-II gr. 29, Kenhlo-Fazekaszug- Floral motifs: The 

1 gr. 14, Kisku nfelegyhaz-Radnoti Mardjani collection 
grave 472, Panovo, 

decora1ed surface of 
M ikl6s street, Rakarnaz-Scrazsa<lornb (2 artefacts); 

Vesclovo gr. 19). 
the plate 

gr. "A", Szolnok-Scrazsahalom, Zoomorphic motifs 
Zoomorphic motifs 

Svaliva/Szolyva, Tarcal-Rimai-d,ilo (2 arrccfacrs) 
(Panovo, Perm, 

gr. 4, Tiszabezded gr. 8, T t'.irkeve-
Veselovo gr. 19). 

Ecsegpuszca), womorphic 
Huma11 motifs (Penn) 

(TL11.abC'1,dcd gr. 8), cross 

(Tis1.abczded gr. 8) 

Recca11gular openwork 
Andreyevskaya shhcl, 

in the ccnrral part of Bana 
The Mardjani 

the artefact 
collection (3 
artefacts) 

Cenrral firring 

mounred on the Andreyevskaya shhel 
openwork part 

Dunavecse-Fehcrcgyhaza, Karos-11. 
frame of the plate gr. 29 and 52, T arcal-Rimai d(ilo gr. Veselovo gr. 19 Birka gr. 81 9 

4 

Side fittings 
Besenyo1elek-Sz6rhat, Kcn<:zlo-

Andreyevskaya shhcl Birka M. 956 
Fazekaszug-l gr. 3. Svalava/S20lyva 

Central firtings with 
Andrcycvskaya shhel 

gemswne settings 

Flattened rivers of 
Andrcycvskaya shhcl ?* 

rectang,Jar plates 

Central ficringlccnrral Dunavecse-Fehcregyhaza, T urkeve-

serring for gemstones Ecscgpus,.ra 

Gemstone senings Dunavecse-Feheregyhiza 

• The analysis of the backsides is yet co be carried our in rhe case of rhe artefacts from the Mardjan i collccrion. 

Fig. I Systemacizacion and analyrical comparison of the components of rhe sabretaches discovered in the Carpath ian Basin, Scandi
navia, in the regions of Cama and Volga, and rhe Northern Caucasus. 

fragile decoracion. In our view this is the best 

explanation for the fact that only five out of 38 

analysed finds display openwork decoration. 
5. However, the find from Andreyevskaya shhel, 

in Northern Caucasus, displays a further formal 

and functional trait which sets it apart from 

the sabrecache plates and brings it closer to the 
simple sabretaches decorated with fittings: the 

reccangular plates and rivecs on its backside 
which were used co fasten the fittings on the 

exterior. Such a fastening system was observed 
only in the case of the find from Marean Cu 

Catacombe - grave 10. The backside of both 

artefacts d isplays the Aattened rivets and rectan
gular plates wh ich fastened the fittings on the 

front side of the artefacts (Fig. 4). As mentioned 
above, this decoration technique brings the 

piece from Andreyevskaya shhel closer to the 
simple sabretaches only decorated with fittings. 

6. A further similarity with the simple sabretach

es decorated with fittings lies in the fastening 
system, as shown by the examples from Mar

ean-Cu Catacombe, grave 10, Kryukovo-Kuzh
noye, Karos-B. g. 11 , grave 41 (Fig. 5). 
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Pl111e ,lisplny,; roun1l,1I "1·t11ngulor o~n.,..v,rk. 

iflcnri,•u/ ,·/ming mcdumi.rn, witJ, ,1,bretr1c/1c~ 

decon11ed ll'itltfilling, (Bana, 

T h" MardJAni C'Olll't'lion - 3 arltfltlS) 

~ cc11rr11l recl1m;.:ufor cast fittmg. 
dosing mcc/,anirn,: ct"ntral fitting 
fO mbinNf with a thin l'ing 

fig. 2 Sysrcmatization of rhe closing mechanisms of the sabretache places (1l1e Ancient I lungarians [Nore 21, 362 rig. I; Fiircdi, Honfoglal:is kori tarsolylemcz [Note 4], 13. kcp; National Museum 
of Chechen Republic, Russian Federation, and Archaeological Museum "Gorgippia", photograph: DaviJ Somfai Kara). 



Fig. 3 The macrorcgional distribution of the sabretache plates with cenrral openwork (based on: https://maps-for-free.com/) . 

7. One last formal characteristic worth mention

ing involves the central fitt ings with mounted 
gemstones. The edge of the sabrerache plate 
from Turkeve-Ecsegpuszta (Fig. 6, 1) was dec
orated with gemstones in four distinct places. 
l n two cases the central parts were also decorat
ed with gemstones (Dunavecse-Feheregyhaza, 
Turkeve-Ecsegpuszta)7 (Fig. 6, 1-2; see List with 
afferent bibliography; Pl. 1,6). 

3. Th e Chron o lo gy of the Sabre t ac he 
P l a ce s 

One of the fundamental issues of every archae
ological analysis is the assessment of the chronology 
of the contexts and finds. Out of the 38 known sa
bretaches only 22 come from documented archaeo
logical contexts,8 while 17 out of the 22 finds were 

Gemstones were mounted on a wide range of artefacts dur
ing the 10th ccnm ry AD. For an analysis of th is issue sec Ciprian 
Horv:irh, Adarok a honfoglal:is kori ko- es livegbetetrel disziten 
fegyvcrek, rarsolyok es veretek kerdeskiirchez. Communicationes 
Archaeo!ogicae Hungariae 2004, 151-171 . 
8 T he list of rhe burials: 1 Bana; 2 Bugyi-l'elsov:iny grave 2; 
3- 4 Eperjeske graves 2- 3; 5 lzsik-Bal:izspuszra; 6- 7 Karos-Bg. II 
graves 29 and 52; 8- 10 Kenezlo-Fazekaszug B.g. I graves 3 and 
14; B.g. II grave 28; 11 Kiskunfelegyhiza-Radn6ti Miklos Street; 
12 Szolyva/Sval:l.va; 13 Tarcal-Rimai diilo grave 4; 14 Tiszabez
ded-l-larangl:ib dulo grave 8; 15 Tiszaeszl:ir-Bashalom B.g. J grave 

discovered in the Carpathian Basin, three in Eastern 
Europe in the Cama-Volga region and further two 
in Scandinavia. 

3 . 1. The Carpathian Basin 

G iven that the state of research concerning the 
issue at hand is by far the most evolved in this mac
ro-region, the complex chronological analysis will 
be limited to the finds from the Carpathian Basin. 

3. l . 1. Seriation 

Based on the mathematical-statistical method 
involving the analysis of correspondences between 
finds carried out with the help of the PAST soft
ware, all in all 16 burials with sabreraches could be 
analysed, accounting for 44.73 % percent of all sa
bretaches known today, i.e. 38 finds. O nly a limited 
part of the burials featuring sabretaches discovered 
in the Carpathian Basin could be integrated into the 
said analysis, moreover the Scandinavian and East
ern finds - due to their low numbers - cold nor 
be subjected to such an investigation. The result of 

D; 16 Tiszan:ina-Csch tanya grave I; 17 Tuzser-Boszork:inyhegy 
grave 6; 18 Krjukovo-Kuinoje grave 472; 19 Panovo grave 2; 25 
Ruszenyiha (Rusenikha); 20 Vesdovo (near Semenovo) grave 19; 
21- 22 Birka graves 644 and 8 19. 
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Andreyevskayn shhel 

Flu1teJ1ed riw .. >fl• vf recumgular 

pfmes 

\-1artan-Cu Catacombe grave 10 

Fig. 4 The position of the rectangular places and che Aarrened rivccs on the surface of the backside of che sabrerache plate from 
Andrcyevskaya shhel and the sabretache decorated with fittings from Martan-Cu Caracombe grave JO {Archaeological Museum 

"Gorgippia" from Anapa; National Museum of Chechen Republic, Russia Federation, photograph: David Somfai Kara). 

Karos ll.g. 11 gravc41 @ 

Fig. 5 Sabretaches decorated with linings (Krylaszova/Belavin/Tiirk, Ujabb adarok [Noce 8]. 11. kep I ; Revesz, A karosi honfo
glalaskori temetok [Nore 4], 56 PL; National Museum of the Chechen Republic, Russia Federation, phocograph: David Somfai Kara). 
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central setting for gemstones 
2 

Fig. 6 The sabrecache places from Dunavecse-Feheregyhaza (2) and Ti',rkeve-Ecsegpuszra (I) 
(red rawn afrer The Ancient Hungarians [Nore 2j 297 Fig.). 

the analysis involving the aforementioned 16 burials 
can be illustrated as such (Fig. 7). 

As shown by che seriacion cable, the chrono
logical assessment of the finds is relatively accurate 
in cases in which coins are also featured among the 
grave goods. The four phases involved in che cre
ation of the numismatic record (emission, circula
tion, acquirement, and deposition) indicate char the 

timespan between the release of a coin and the mo
ment when char coin is regularly placed in a burial 

amount co ac lease ten years. Along these lines grave 
52 from Karns-Burial ground II (the first entry in 
the cable) containing the remains of a 41-60 years 
old man, can presumably be dared based on the coin 
finds (emitted between: 899-911 and 904-905) co 
around 920.9 Grave 14 of the Kenezlo-Fazekaszug 
burial ground I yielded dirhams emitted by Sama
nid Emir Ismail ibn Ahmad (H279-295/892-907) 
at Al-Sas betvveen H290 = 902/903 and H291 = 
903/904, and by Nasr ibn Ahmad Samanid Emir 
(H301-331/914-943) in Andaraba in H309 = 

921/922, as well as a Dirham with uncertain emit
tent dated co H320-330 = 932-941 /942. Conse
quencly, chis burial as well a grave 11 10 from burial 

According to Laszlo Kovacs, A magyar kalandozasok zsikma
nyarol (Budapest 2011) 50, a lacer daring around the 930s is also 
viable. 
10 Laszlo Kovacs, Miinzen aus der ungarischen Landnahmezeit. 

ground I ac Kenezlo can be dared to the mid- or 
second third of the century. A similar assessment 
can be made in che case of the possible lone grave 
from Kiskunfelegyhaza-Radn6ci Miklos Street: 
the numismatic evidence consisting of 39 pierced 
coins indicates char the date of che burial can be sec 
around the 930s-940s. The assemblage consists of 
5 denarii emitted by Emperor and King Charles (II 
and III) the Fae (881-, 885-887) in Toulouse, 2 de
narii emitted by Odo King of Frankia (888-898), 
2 denarii emitted in Milan and Pavia by Berengar 
I ofltaly (888-915), 4 denarii emitted in Pavia by 
Rudolf of Burgundy, King of Italy (922-926), and 
lastly 22 denarii emitted by William (Guillaume) II 
of Auvergne (91 8-926) in Brioude. The basis for 
the later dating is provided by the so-called pear
shaped stirrup, which in reality is of the trapezoid 
type and is conventionally dared to the latter half of 
the 10th century. 11 

Fontes Archaeologici Hungariae 19 (Budapest 1989) 35-36 Lila. 
11 Laszlo Kovacs, Ober einige Steigbugelcypen der Landnahme
zeir. Acta Archaeologica Academiae Scienriarum Hungaricae 38, 
1986, 195-225; Erwin Gall, An arcempt co classify che stirrups 
dating from the 1 Orh cenrury and the first quarter of the I l rh 
century in rhe Transylvanian Basin, rhe Cripna/Parrium and the 
Banac with an ouclook to che Carparhian Basin. Tn: \Varriors, wea
pons, and harness from cl1e 5th-! Orh cenmries in rhc Carpathian, 
ed. Calin Cosma. Inrerferente ccnice ~i culturale in mileniile I A. 
Chr.- l P. Chr. 22 (Cluj-Napoca 2015) 373- 377, Pl. 2. 
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1he assemblages featured in the first and last 

rows of che seriation cable indicate the earliest 
and the latest known examples of burials with sa
bretaches. The timespan separating the nvo ranges 

beween three and six decades. Consequently, if the 
earliest burial, i.e. the grave from Karos is dated to 

920/930, whi le the burial at Kiskunfelegyhaza is 
considered to be the latest on account of the trap
ezoidal stirrup, than we can assert chat the period 

of use of chis item lasted for c. 50- 60 years around 
920/930-960/970/980. 

The remaining funerary assemblages in the ta
ble reflect a quite unitary picmre in terms of dress 

implements and grave goods which hinders any pos
sibiliry of a more refined seriation dating within the 
aforementioned period. 

3. l. 2. Typo-chronological D ating of 10th century 

Artefacts 

The relative dating of the burials with sabretach
es (some of them only partially documented) based 

on the rypo-chronological system devised for 10th 
century find s and the evidence of coins is possible 
at least in part. 

I. In the case of grave 2 at Bugyi-Fels6vany, which 
beneficed from an exemplary documentation, 

the four-lobed dotted circular motif found on 

the grip plate of the artefact are known exclu
sively in contexts dated to the latter part of the 
l Och century. 12 

2. With regard to the burial ground at Eperjeske, 
only a total of eight graves were researched, 

probably accounting for only a small proportion 
of the burial ground, the finds yielding a surpris

ing uniformiry. The burials with sabrecaches re
flect a high degree of similariry with grave no. 52 

at Karos-B.gr. II, indicating an analogous dating, 
corroborated by the seriation analysis as well. 

'
2 In addition ro this Fliredi mentioned further 16 graves with 

very poor inventory (simple open loops, strap rings, bronze wire 
bracelets, as well as on example of a poorly worked stirrup with 
precious metal inclusions). le is uncertain whether the burial 
grou nd was entirely excavated or no r (Furedi, Honfoglalas kori 
tarsolylemcz [Nore 4], 212). Fo r the question of che dotted circle 
decoration see Bela Klirri Egy honfoglalas kori ti rgy eredetehez. 
Communicationes Archaeologietie Hungariae 1996, 151-163; Erwin 
Gall , Az Erdelyi-medence, a Parrium es a Bans:ig I 0- 11. szizadi te
metoi. Magyarorszag honfoglalas kori es kora Arpad-kori sirleletei 6 
(Szeged 20 13) Vol. I, 364, note 427 . Based on the aforementioned 
finds, the respective graves can be clearly dated to the latter half of 
the 1 Och century. 

3. Grave no. 8 of the burial ground at Tiszabezded 

which yielded a unique sabrerache place can be 
considered to be among the earliest graves of 

the funerary site according to its posi tion with
in the necropolis, which however cannot be 

dated before the second third of the of the l Och 
century. 1.l 

4 . Among the surviving parts of the assemblage 

from Hlohovec/Galg6c, besides the sabrerache 
plate we can find the Volga Bulgarian "pseudo

Samanid" copies ofa di rham emitted by Nasr ibn 
Ahmad Samanid emir (H 30 l-331/9 14-943) 

in Samarkand in H 306 = 918/9 1 9. Based on 
chis find, the burial can only be dated after the 
first third of the 10th century. 

5-7.According to the typo-chronological analysis of 
the finds the small burial ground at Tarcal com

prising four burials with sabretaches can be dat

ed to the first part of the 1 Och century. The burial 
grounds at Bana and Svalava/Szolyva can also be 
dated to the first part of the I Och century. 

8. 1be burial from BodrogvecsiSomotor-Vec co n
taining the remains of a man, together with 

sword displaying a sabre-like hilt and a sa
bretache, according ro the rypo-chronological 

analys is can be clearly dated to the latter part of 
the 10th cen tury. 14 

3. l. 3. -The internal Chronology of Burial G rounds 

with Sabretache Burials and the Dating of the 
G raves 

Given the uniformity of the assemblages already 
discussed above, additional chronological informa
tion can only be obtained within the framework of 

the respective burial grounds. The conditions for 
this assessment exist in 21 cases out of rota! of 26 
sabretache burials in the Carpathian Basin. 

1. 1l1e Kenezlo-Fazekaszug burial ground II is 

clearly earlier than burials belonging to the Ke
nezlo-Fazekaszug I. This fact is corroborated by 

'
3 Liszl6 Revesz, A bezdedi ho nfoglalas kori temeto. Egy rige

szeti fikcio nyomdban. In: Eszter lstvanovics, A Reckiiz honfoglalis 
es kora Arpad-kori emlekanyaga. Regeszeci gyiijtemenyek Nyir
egyhadn 2/Magyarorszag honf'oglalas kori es kora Arpad-kori 
sirleletei 4 (N yfregyhaza 2003) 440. 
14 W ith regard to the daring of the sword with sab re-like hilt 
see: Laszlo Kovacs, Szablya-kard fegyvervaltas. A kecelii kardos 
10-1 I. szazadi magyar sirok kelrezesehez. Archaelogiai Ertesito. 
A lv!agyar Regeszcri es Miiveszettii rteneri Tarsulat tudomanyos 
fo lyoi rata 117, I 990, 39-49. 
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che seriacion analysis of grave no. 14 belonging co 
burial ground no. I, 15 and grave no. 28 of burial 
ground II. 

2. Grave A of the Rakamaz-Strazsadomb - ac

cording to che reconstrucced plan of the burial 

ground - was identified in che immediate vi
cinity of grave C which yielded a double-edged 
sword with sabre-like hilt. The respective finds 

are generally dated to the latter part of the cen
tury.16 

3. Grave no. 1 from Tiszanana according to the 

plan of che burial ground appears to belong co a 
different group as che one represented by graves 

4 and 2 1 which comprised 10th century coi ns. 
Given that rhe coiled lockring emerged in the 
southernmost group (grave no. 11), 17 thus dat

ing this part of the necropolis to the latter part 

of the century, it seems that che chronological 

evolution of the burial ground followed a N-S 
direction. Accordingly, the sabretache burial 
can be dared in our view co the second third of 
the 1 0rh century. 18 

4. With regard to the remaining cases of sabretache 

burials rhe burial ground plans either do nor re

veal any chronological data, or they are simply 
not available: 

4.1.1he dating of che burial ground at Tuzser - es

pecially grave ]6 - cannot be refined beyond the 

timespan of the first two thi rds of the 10th cen
tury.19 

4.2. The chronology of grave D from the Tiszaesz
lar-Bashalom I burial ground is uncertain, how

ever grave F = 13 located in the immediate vi
cinity yielded denarii emitted by emperor Louis 

the Pious (814-840) in Bourges, by Odo king 
of Francia (888- 898) in Limoges, and most 

importantly by Lothar king of lcaly (947-950) 

1
' Given that grave no. 3 of the burial ground was destroyed, 

ir could not be included in the current analysis. 
Kovacs, Szablya-kard fegyvervalr:is (Nore 15), 39-49. 

10 According to the regional differences, several assenions re
garding the daring of this artefact where hitherto pur forward, 
see: Gabor Lorinczy, Szegvar-SzolokaJja X. sz:izadi remeroje. 
Communicationes Archaeologicae Hungariae 1985, 157; Liszl6 
Revesz, Hevcs megye I 0-11. szazadi temetoi. Magyarorszag 
honfoglalas kori es kora Arpad-kori sirlelerei 5 (Budapest 2008) 
402-403; G :iJl, Az Erdelyi-medence (Nore 13), Vol. I, 658. 
18 Revesz, Heves megye I 0-1 l. szazadi remeroi (Note I 8), 
309. 
'
9 Laszl6 Revesz, Hirelesito asatas a tuzseri honfoglalas kori te

meto rcruleren. A nyfregyhazi J6sa Andras Muzeum Evkonyve 42, 
2000, 7- 32. 
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m Verona. This indicates chat the respective 
sabretache grave cannot be extracted from the 

general chronology of che burial ground, and 
thus can be dated to the interval berv1een the 

third of the 10th century and the latter half of 
the century.20 

3. 1. 4. The Dating of the Artefacts based on the 
Traces of Wear and Tear 

1. Traces of wear and tear are clearly visible on 

the sabretache place discovered in the grave at 
Izsak-Balazspuszra, even so, according to rhe 

archaeologist who carried our the investigation 
the find is dared between the first third and the 
second quarter of the 10th century.21 

2. The sabretache discovered in Bugyi-Felsovanyi 

displays clear signs of wear and tear as well as 

traces of repair, wh ich suggests a prolonged 
rime of use. 

Based on chis four-tiered relative chronological 
system, the following chronological assertions can 

be put forward with regard to the finds of the Car
pathian Basin: 

1. None of analysed sabretache places can be dared 
earlier than 925- 930. Based on this assertion 

the following question arises: were these cloth
ing implements already in use during the late-
9th century Hungarian migration and conquest 

or, did their widespread use stare only later? 
2. The exacc dare when the latest sabrecache plate en

tered into the archaeological record is uncertain, 

however the sword with sabre-like hilt (Bodrog

vecs/Somocor-Vec) and the trapezoidal stirrup 
(Kiskunfelegyhaza-Radn6ti Miklos Street) clearly 

indicates that these implements were scill in use 
during the latter pare of the century. 

3. The age of the deceased in the case of the sa
bretache graves is extremely diverse (see Fig. 7), 

suggesting a high degree of chronological and 

spatial variety in the use of these implements. 

20 Ir is important to underline char analogies from the Cau
casus of the belt decorated wirh fittings discovered in grave no. 
9 are typically dared ro the 1 I th cenrury. For the respective fit
rings see: Istvan Dienes, Un cimetiere de Hongrois conqueranrs 
a Bashalom (Fouilles exccurees par L. Kiss). Acea Archaeologica 
Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae 7, 1956, LlX/ 1-50. 
21 Elvira H. T6rh, The Equestrian grave of lzsak-Balazspuszra 
from the Magyar Conquest. Cumania 4, I 976, 173, 183. 
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Fig. 8 The relacive chronology of the sabrecache plates in the Carpathian Basin during rhe I Och century. 

4. All in all the number of sabretache plates dated 

ro the 920- 930 period is lower than the amount 
of artefacts dated to the subsequent decades, 
suggesting that the general use of sabretaches 

reached its peak at a later date than suggested 
by previous -authors, the second group being 

more numerous than the first one. In terms of 
dates this situation implies that the usage peak 
of this clothing implement can be placed in the 

period between 920/930 and 970/980, rather 

than 920/930-970/980 as suggested earlier. 
5. In the case of Bana, Perbete, Retkozber

encs-Paromdomb grave 3, Svalava/Szolyva-Ri

mai dulo grave 4 and Tuzser-Boszorkanyhegy, 

only a loose dating ro the first rnro thirds of the 
10th century can be implied (Fig. 8). 

6. In macro-topographic terms - based on the rela
tively well-dated finds - currendy the earliest in

stances come from the burial grounds situated in 
the Upper Tisa valley, however - as shown by the 

map below - an early dating can also be implied 
in the case of certain finds outside this geograph

ical region, such as Bana and Perbete. Their dis
tribution in the Carpathian Basin suggests a mul

ti-levelled chronological process, however it is 

still open ro debate whether this situation can be 
interpreted in terms of long distance commerce, 

or whether it is the result of the activity of local 
or foreign crafrsmen22 and their "apprentices".23 

Furthermore it cannot be excluded that in fact we 
are dealing with the archaeological expression of 

22 Boll6k, Ornamentika a 10. szazadi (Note 4), 587. 
23 Gergely Szenrhe, Meister und ihre Kunden. Herstel lung 
und Verbreitung gegossener Bronzcgegenstande im sparawa
renzcirlicben Karpatenbecken. Archaelogiai Erresito. A Magyar 
Regeszeri es Muveszerrorteneri Tarsular cudomanyos foly6iraca 
137/1, 20 12, 57- 75. 

the sifting of the centre of political and military 
power from the Upper Tisa valley southward ro 

the region between the Danube and the Tisa.24 

Moreover one can notice that the spatial discri
bution reflects the second network type defined 

and illustrated by Richard Hodges, i. e. the "solar 
syscem type"25 (see Map 1-2, Fig. 9). 1his model 

emphasises upon the control of distribution, but 
we have to ask the question wheather in this case 

we can discuss on the uncommercialised exchan
ge or partially commercialised, noncompetitive 
exchange? 

The chronology and the distribution of the sa
bretache plates is illustra ted as follows (Fig. 9). Con

sequendy, it can be said that the Upper T isa region 
provided the earl iest instances and the highest num

bers of sabretache plates, jusc as in the case of d irham 
fi nds and weapons in funerary contexcs (Map 3).26 

3 . 2. Eastern Europe and Scandinavia 

The current section is an attempt to refine the chro

nology of the Eastern European and Scandinavian 
finds, notwithstanding the very low-resolution data 
ava ilable in this regard. W ith regard to the Scandina-

" Livia Bende/Gibor Lorinczy/Atrila Turk, Honfoglalas kori 
remerkezes Kiskundorozsma-Hossz(1hirbalomr6I. A Mora Ferenc 
Muzeum Evkonyve - Studia Archaelogica 8, 2002, 376; Gabor 
Lorinczy/Atrila Turk 10. szizadi temero Szeged-Kiskundorozs
ma, Hosszuhicr6I. Ujabb adarok a Maros-rorkolac Duna- Tisza 
kozi oldalanak I 0. szazadi telepulescorcenecehez. A Mora Ferenc 
1\11'.izeum Evkonyvc - Studia Archaelogica 12, 201 l , 444. 
25 Richard Hodges, Dark Age Economics. A New Audie (Lon-
don 2012) 4 Fig. 2/B. 
"' Revesz, A karosi honfoglaliskori cemerok (Nore 4) , 79, 94, 
113/2. kep; Gall, An arrempt ro classify rhe stirrups (Note 12), 
Fig. 22. 
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vian finds it can be mentioned that the two sabretache 

plates discovered in the burial ground at Birka are 
analogous to the lOthcentury finds in the Carpathi

an Basin, furthermore the piece discovered in grave 

644 is associated with a coin emitted by Nasr II Ibn 
Ahmad (9 14-943) in 920-921, thus dating the sa

bretache plate to the second third of the century. 
The issue regarding the finds discovered on the 

territory of present-day Russia is somewhat more 

problematic. The decorated oriental sabretaches 
were previously considered by the Hungarian re

searchers as being the prototype of finds associated 

with the Hungarian Conquest Period, and thus ear

lier than the sabretaches from the Carpathian Basin, 
while the recent tendencies consider the two cate
gories as being contemporaneous.27 The precise dat
ing of these finds is generally hindered by the lack 

of contextual data, five out of nine sabretaches are 
isolated finds (Andreyevskaya shhel, the Mardjani 

collection, Perm) and thus devoid of any archaeo
logical context. Even so, the sabrerachc from Perm 

was dated to the latter part of the 9°' century without 
any clear explanations. 28 Contextual data are avail

able only in four cases (Kryukovo-Kuzhnoye grave 

472, Panovo grave 2, Rusenikha grave 2, Veselovo 
[near Semenovo] grave 19), however the respective 
information is not straightforward either. Only one 

of the graves produced a coin find (Veselovo grave 
19), although unfortunately the dirham could not 

be identified. Even so, it is highly likely rhat we are 
dealing with a 10th century coin. Recendy the as

semblage was dated to the latter half of the 10th 
century.29 The heir ser from grave 2 of the Ruse

nikha burial ground has a close analogy in grave 
no. 3 which also produced a coin dating the burial 

ta the early-10th century. 30 On the other side the 

lsrvan Fodor, Az iiscseremisz tarsolylemez. ln: Onnepi fra
sok Bereczki Gabo r tiszrelecere, szerk. Andras Bereczki/Marta 
Csepregi/L:iszl6 Klima. Uraliszrikai Tanulmanyok 19 (Budapest 
20 I O) 163-171. 
28 Naralja B. K.rylaszova/Andrej M. Belavin/Accila Tiirk, Ujabb 
adarok a honloglalas kori tarsolyok es tuzkeszsegek klasszifika
ci6j:ihoz. In: Avarok Pusmii. Regeszeti tanulmanyok Lorinczy 
Gabor 60. sziiletesnapjara / Avarum Solitudines. Archaeological 
studies presented to Gabor Lorinczy on his sixtieth birthday, eds. 
Alexandra Anders/Csilla Balogh/Arri la Tiirk. Opitz Archaeologi
ca 6 - MTA BTK. M6T Kiadvanyok 2 (Budapest 2014) 458. 
29 Krylaszova/Belavin/Tiirk, Ujabb adarok (Note 29), 458. 
3-0 TaTbmia 6arHWCBHa HHKHTHH3, n ol!Cllble KOWCJlbKHicy-
M04KH B cpenHeBCKOBblX \10rHJlbllH Kax BeTJJ)'lKCKO-BllTCKOro 
MClK,'iype'lbll. riOBOJllKCKall apxeoJJOrHll. l·fa,uaTCJlbCTBO ·'cJ):m'' 
AKa;:teMHH H3)'K Pecny6.1HKH TaTapCT3H 2, 20 I 3, I 53. 

daring of grave 2 from Panovo ro the latter half of 
the l 0th century is unsubstantiated.31 No additional 

data regarding the sabretache burial from Kryuko
vo-Kuzhnoye (grave 472) is available at this time. 

In order ro summarize, it can be said that the 
chronology of the Eastern European sabretache finds 

is highly problematic. Even so we can assert that at 

least a part of this group (Panovo grave 2, Rusenik
ha grave 2, Veselovo [near Semenovo] grave 19) is 

contemporaneous or even later than the finds from 
the Carpathian Basin. Conversely, the early dating 

of the find from Rusenikha clearly indicates that 
their interpretation as imports from the Carpathian 

Basin (i. e. in a W ➔ E direction) is not tenable.32 

Furthermore in light of the aforementioned find, it 

can be asserted that these implements have entered 

into usage in the eastern regions at an earl ier date 
than the ones from the Carpathian Basin. Moreo

ver, the gilded silver sabre-scabbard fittings with pal
mette decoration discovered around Krasnodar and 

almost identical with a number of finds from the 
Carpathian Basin, indicates that the palmette motif 

typical of the sabretache plates is not an indicator of 
Hungarian material culture, but rather an instance 

of 10th century international elite representation. 

4. The regional distribution of the 
sabretac h e plates (Map 1-2) 

By followi ng the macro-regional distribution of 

the sabretache places across the Carpathian Basin, 
Scandinavia, and the Ural region, we are compelled to 

express a number of fundamental questions regarding 
the cause and character of the distribution. First of 

all, we need to address the supra-regional character of 
this artefact type, in order to understand the factors 
which promoted this clothing implement to the po

sition of status marker for the elite throughout such 

3
' "Regarding rhe daring of the sabrerache plate from Panovo, 

based on the invenrory of the respective grave (Fig. 8) - similarly 
ro grave 19 of the burial ground at Veslove- this assemblage can
not be dated before the latter half of rhe I 0th century, corroborat
ed by the surprisingly well-preserved belt fittings discovered here 
(Fig. 8/9-12)" (translated by the authors) Krylaszova/Belavin/ 
Tiirk, Ujabb adarok (Note 29), 458. 
" T his theory was panly devised by Istvan Fodor (Fodor, Az 
oscseremisz tarsolylemez [Nore 28]. 163-17 I). The possibility 
that we are dealing with imports from the Carpathian Basin has 
emerged previously in the archaeological literature. B.1an11c.1as 
n. J(apKeBH4, Xy,10lKCCTBCHHblH MCT3J1Jl BocTOKa (MocKBa 
1976) 170. 
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Macro-region funerary context Emission and number of coins in ( ) Date of emission 

Carpathian Basin H lohovec/Galg6c 
Vo lga Bulgarian copy of a dirharn emitted by Nasr 11 lbn 

I-I306 (918/9) 
Ahmad (914-943): Samarqan<l (I) 

Carpathian Basin Karos-II/M. 52 Isma' il ibn Ahmad(Saman id emir): A1-Sasor13alkh (1) H292 (904-905) 
A. Isma'il ibn Ahmad(Samanid emir) : Al-Sas (I) A. H290 (902-903) 
B. Isma'il ibn Ahmad(Sam,rnid emir): Al-Sas (I) B. H291 (903-904) 

Carpathian Basin KcnbJ6-1/M. l4 
C. dirham mimed in Volga Bulgaria (I ) C.H320330 
D. Nasr II IbnA11mad (914- 943) (932-942) 
E. dirham p rcscrv<.-d in rwo pieces, probably minted in D.I-1309(921-922) 
Volga Bulgaria E. unknown 

Carpathian Basin 
Szolnok- Volga Bulgarian copy of che dirham em itted by Nasr II 

H308 (920 921) Strazsal1alom lbn Ahmad (914-943) 
Scandinavia BirkaM. 644 Nasr II lbnA11mad (914-943) H308 (920-921) 
Volga region Veselovo M. 19 Un identified dirhams unknown 

Fig. 10 The list of dirhams found in graves which comain sabrerache plates. 

a vast territory. In this case we are also dealing with a 
methodological issue. G iven the fact chat the state of 

research is more advanced in the Carpathian Basin,33 

the distribution of these artefacts was interpreted in 

terms of cultural diffusion. Tirns, according co this 
line of incerprecacion the production area was centred 

in che Middle Danube region, from where the arte
facts spread to various areas of Eastern Europe.34 

Analysing the associated invencories in funerary 

contexts from Scandinavia, Volga and the Cama re
gion, steppe region, and the Carpathian Basin, a fur
ther culrural and economic link emerges bervveen the 

respective macro-regions; i.e. the l Och century Arab 
dirhams.35 l11e distribution of the said numismatic 

finds associated in funerary contexts with sabretache 
plates is illustrated in the table above (Fig. 10). Ac

cording to the information available so far in all cases 

33 Until recendy almost all of the known sabrerache plates have 
been discovered in rhe Carpad1ian Basin. Recently however the 
emergence of fo ur new cases has increased the number of finds 
known from Eastern Europe to nine, accounting fo r 33 % o f 
the total of known sabretache plates. Consequently, the statistic 
distri bution according to regions is as follows: Carpathian Basin 
27, Eastern Eu rope 9, Scandinavia 2. For the research h istory of 
the I Orb cenrury see Peter Lango, Archaeological Research on rhe 
Conquering Hungarians: a Review. In: Research on the prehisto
ry of the Hungarians: a Review, ed. Balazs Gusztav Mende. Varia 
Archaeologica Hungarica 18 (Budapest 2005) 175-340. 
34 r. A. Apx,rnos, O6wne JJ1e.,1eHTbI MaTepna.~bH0H 

KYJlbTYPbl Map11fiues 11 BOCTO'I HOespo11eHCKHX K04ell11HKOB. 

In: Congressus Nonus lnternationalis Fenno-Ugristarum 4/11 
(1975), red. Gyula Onuray (Budapest 1980) 222; Istvan Fodor, 
A veszelov6i tarsolylemez. In: A honfoglalis kor kutatasanak leg
ujabb eredmenyei. Tanulmanyok Kovacs Llszl6 70. Szuletesnap
jara, szerk. Llszl6 Revesz, i\rlaria Wolf. Monografiak a Szeged i 

Tudomanyegyetem Rcgeszeti Tanszeker61 3 (Szeged 2013) 466. 
35 Furthermore, the total lack of Byzanrine coins also has to 
be noted. 
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we are dealing with coins emirced in che first half of 
the l 0th century (see Fig. 11). 

These items can be associated with long distance 

commerce. The existence of commercial nerworks 

starting from the Sch century and in the first half 
of the 10th century a.re proven by the large number 

of dirhams discovered (not exclusively in sabretache 
place graves) in che vast area between the Cauca

sus and Scandinavia.36 fn every single case, finding 
places of sabretache places are located in the vicin

ity of the great Eurasian commercial roads, which 
highlights further the "incernacional" character of 

these clothing accessories. This situation can only be 

explained through the presence of Arabic political 
and economic faccor, and its relations with Khazar, 

Pecheneg and Viking nenvorks of power, represent
ing the exis tence of a complex system of communi
cation channels.37 

36 T homas S. Noonan, T he Islamic world, Russia and the Vi-
kings, 750-900. The numismatic evidence. Variorum collected stu
d ies series 595 (Farnham 1998); id., Volga Bulgharia's Tench-Cen
tury Trade with Sa man id Central Asia. Archivum Eurasiae medii 
acvi 11, 2000-2001, 140-218; Roman K. Kovalev, Creating Kha
zar Identity through Coins: The Special Issue Dir hams of 8371838. 
In: East Central and Eastern Europe in the Early Middle Ages, 
ed. Florin Cuna (Ann Arbor 2005) 220-25 1; Roman K. Kovalev/ 
Alexis C. Kaelin, Circulation of Arab Silver in Medieval Afro-Eur
asia. Prel iminary Observations. History Compass. Wiley-Blackwell 
(online) 5, 2007, 1-21; Chrisroph Kilger, Kaupang from Afar: 
Aspects o f the Interpretation of Dirham Finds in Northern and 
Eastern Europe between die Late 8th and Early 10th Centuries. 
In: Means of Exchange. Dealing with Silver in the Viking Age, ed. 
Dagfi nn Skre. Kaupang Excavation Project Pub!. Ser. 2 = Norske 
Oldfunn 23 (Aarhus 2008) 199-252, 199-252; Thorir Jonsson 
Hraundal, The Rus in Arabic Sources: Cultural Contacts and Iden
tity, PhD thesis (Bergen 20 I 3) 33-41, I 30-132. 
37 Szabolcs Polgar, Kereskedelem a Fekere-renger eszaki partvi
deken a 9-1 0. szaza<lban (A Gayhanl-fele leiras adatai a magyarok 
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In the Carpathian Basin the emergence of dir
hams can be traced from the 10th cencury.38 This 

archaeological phenomenon can be ascribed to the 
intense commercial activity carried out on the Eur

asian steppe in both a N-S and a W-E direction. 
Th is underlines the existence of a complex system 
of communication channels.39 According to Fig. 11 
the sabretache find spots are in every case located in 
the vicinity of the great Eurasian commercial roads, 

which further explains the "international" character 
of the of these clothing implements (Fig. 11). 

5. Final Ob servation s 

Based on the data analysed so far, the mam 

question is: how can one interpret the distribution 

of this specific method of sabretache decoration? 
The archaeological literature interpreted the use of 

the sabretache in the Eurasian steppe as a typical 
element of nomadic life.40 However, according to 

the same specialists the respective artefacts were not 

produced locally in the Volga-Cama region, bur in
stead were imported from the Carpathian Basin.41 

es a De Administrando fmperio ertesiilesci a besenyok kereskedel
men51). Heves Megyei Regeszeti Kozlemenyek 2, 2000, 193-204; 
Farda Asadov, Khazaria, Byzantium, and che Arab Caliphate: 
Struggle for control over Eurasian Trade Rouces in che 9th- 10th 
cencuries. The Caucasus and Globalizacion 6/4, 2012, 144- 149. 
38 Kovacs, A magyar kalandozasok (!\'ore 10), 75-90. None of 
the dirham finds can be dated p rior to the l 0th century. Based 
on this archaeological reality, the Hungarian conquest o f the 
Carpathian Basin can be interpreced accord ing to a strucmralist 
model understood as the western expansion ofOrienraJ econom
ic, po litical and military structures. Gill, Az Erdelyi-medence 
(Note 13), Vol. 1, 807. 
39 "The East was, as was England, lreland, che Atlantic islands 
and Normandy, part of the Scand inavian world of rhe Viking 
Age": \Vladyslaw Duczko, Viking Rus. Studies on the Presence 
of Scandinavians in Eastern Europe. T he Northern World. North 
Europe and the Baltic c. 400- 1700 AD. Peoples, Economies and 
Cultures 12 (Leiden-Boston 2004) 258. ,,Bhulghar functioned 
as an eastern meeting point between north and east": Marianne 
Vedeler, Silk trade to Scandinavia in the Viking Age. Jn: Textiles 
and the medieval economy. Production, trade and consumption 
of textiles 8th- 16th Centuries, eds. Angela Ling Huang/Carscen 
Jahnke. Ancient Textiles Series 16 (Oxford, Philadelphia 20 16) 82. 
'° For the issue of nomad ism see: Anatoly M. Khazanov, 
Nomads and the Outside World (Madison 1994); Nikolay N. 
Kradin , Nomads. In: T he Encyclopedia of Em~pire 20 I 6, ed. 
John M. MacKenzie (Chichester 2016) 1- 6 . - lmp://onlinclib
rary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/9781 1 18455074.wbeoe 17 1/abstrac 
t?userlsAuchenticated=false&deniedAccessCustomisedMessage=. 
Access January, I 0th 2017. 
4
· Apx,rnoB, 06u;we JJJCMeHl'bI (Note 35), 222; Fodor, A 

veszelovoi tarsolylemei (Nore 35), 466. 
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Needless to say rhis socio-historical model is rath
er simplistic as it excludes role of the Arab, Khazar 

and Rus Viking (Rhos) commercial networks of the 
8-1 0th centuries, or rhe activity of the ambulant 

craftsmen who sometimes covered large areas.42 

In rhe current stage of the research, in order 

to attempt to clarify rhe situation, each individual 
macro-region will be analysed in pan: 
l. l. We agree with the assertion that the use of sa

bretaches decorated with plates spread to the 

Carpathian Basin as a result of the macro-mi
gration of the Hungarian/Turk power structure 

which prompted the emergence of the Oriental 

commercial structures in the region. Given that 
the migration of the Hungarian conquerors 

displays an E ➔ W direction beginning in the 
region of the Eurasian steppe and ending in the 

Carpathian Basin, the fashio n of the sabretach
es decorated with plates inlayed with orna

ments made of precious metal can be regarded 
as having a steppe origin. In this case the main 

question is: why do these artefacts only feature 

in burials dated after 925/930, mainly in the 
middle and latter part of the 10th century. 

1. 2. With regard to the Scandinavian region this 
fashion can be explained through the migration 

of certain micro-groups of oriental populations 
into the area of the settlement at Birka, but also 

through the commercial South to North transit 
route. Given that we are dealing with a large 

quantity of dirhams in a very thoroughly re
searched region, the almost insignificant num

ber of sabretache plates can only be explained in 
terms of a small-scale migration towards Scan
dinavia, 43 as well as through the import of tech-

42 Szenthe, Meister und ihre Kunde (Nore 24), 57-75. 
41 "Hagg, who considered the g rave robe disturbed, did not 
observe the presence of eastern archer equipment, which in icself 
is an isolated phenomenon among che c. 100 weapon graves on 
Birka. le is possible that what we have here is a member of the 
hird who cam e from a different cul rural background"; Fredrik 
Lundstrom/Charlotte Hedenstie rna-Jonson/Lena Holmquist 
Olausson, Eastern archery in Birka's garrison. In: The Martial 
Society. Aspeccs of warriors,forcificarions and social change in 
Scandinavia, eds. Lena Holmquist O lausson/Michael O laus
son. Archaeological Research Laboratory Stockholm University 

(Stockholm 2009) 113. "That the Magyars constituted a major 
contributing factor is indicated by the specific pans ofequipmenr 
and dress." Charlotte H edensrierna-Joh nson, M agyar - Rus' -
Scand inavia. C ultural Exchange i11 the Early Medieval Period . 
Situne Dei 2009. Arsskrift for Sigtunaforskning urgiven av Sig
tuna Museum /Annual of Sigtuna Research published by Sigtuna 
.'vluseum 2009, 53. 



nology and fashion trends from the Eurasian 

steppe and the Arab world. The view held by 
Swedish researchers should be reassessed how

ever, given that the ritual and composition of 
the graves with sabretache finds (644 and 819) 
indicates the adoption of a fashion trend (com
mercial relations) rather than the migration of 

individuals from the steppe or the Carpathian 
Basin to Scandinavia.44 

1. 3. W ith regard to the find from Andreyevskaya 

shhel its discovery in the pre-mountainous re
gion of the northern Caucasus underlines the 

importance of the respective macro-region 
as a contact area between the steppe and the 

mountains, i.e. the meeting point of nomads 
and the population of the secrlements45 where 

the communication hubs towards the east, 
west, north and south facilitated not only the 

distribution of products, but also of technolog
ical know-how. The northern area of the "Silk 
road" reached the Taman peninsula,46 while the 

South to North commercial route wh ich started 

in the Near East (Baghdad) crossing the Caspi
an Sea and the Volga region (probably through 
the capital ltil) eventually reached Scandina

via.47 The Caucasus stood out for its high qual
iry metalworking as well as goldsmithing and 

silversmithing already since prehistoric times 
which together with its geographic position de

termined a constam series of military conRicts 

aimed at the control of the commercial routes, 

44 "The caftan, or horse rider's coat, which was used by the 
warrior class in che areas of the Rus', reflected a growing oriental/ 
eastern influence and was probably the result of long years of 
contact with che steppe nomads and che Arabic cultural sphere"; 
Lundsrriim/Hedenstierna-Jonson/Holmquist Olausson, Eastern 
archery (Nore 44), 110. 

" Leonardo Gregorarri, The Caucasus. A communication 
Space between Nomads and Sedenraries {1st BC-2nd AD). In: 
Mountain Areas as Frontiers and/or Interaction and Connectivity 
Spaces, ed. Stefano Magnan i (Arach ne 2013) 525-540. 
46 Valerie Hansen, T he Silk Road, A New Hisrory (London 
2012). 
47 Johan Callmer, Oriental Beads and Europe, A.D. 600- 800. 
In: Rome and che North. Papers read at a symposium arranged 
by the Giireborg University 1993, under the auspices of the ESF 
project ,,The Transformation or the Roman \Xlorld", ed. A/var 
EL!egri.rd!Gunilla Akerstrom-Hougen. Studies in Mediterranea n 
Archaeology and Literature 135 Uonsered 1996) 53-7 I; Nico
la Di Cosmo, A Nore on the Formation of the .,Silk Road" as 
Long-Distance Exchange Network. In: ReSilkRoad, ed. lv1ehmec 
Buluc (Tscanbul 20 I 4) I 7-26. 

the econom ic hubs,48 and the mineral resourc

es (copper, silver, iron, and salt).49 This is the 

macro-regional geo-economic and geo-politi
cal context of the emergence of the sabretache 

plate at Andreyevskaya shhel. 
1. 4. The funerary discoveries concentrated in the 

region of the Cama and Volga Rivers reRect 
numerous Ragrant differences which set them 
apart from the nomadic burials: especially the: 

a) total lack of any remains of horses, and b) 
the cenotaph type burials from Veselovo and 

Rusenikha. Virtually every burial from this 

macro-region comprises belt sets with fittings, 
indicating that this "international" fashion has 
also emerged in the area, - according to some 

opinions - arriving from the southern region of 

the Volga.50 According to some authors such as 
B. N. Krylaszova, A. M. Belavi n, and A. Turk, 

the spread of the silver artefacts into th is region 
can be linked with the active involvemem of 

the Volga Bulgarians in fur trade with the pop
ulations from the upper course of the Volga and 

Cama Rivers.51 Nonetheless the authors of the 
respective paper failed to take into considera

tion the fact that the region of the Caucasus 
with its rich mineral resources was home to the 

most important metalworking and goldsmith
ing centres starting with the prehistory. 52 Con
sequently the commerce which also included 

48 Asadov, Khazaria, Byzantium, and rhe Arab Caliphate 
(Nore38), 140-150. 
49 H. Ghazaryan, Soil Resources of Armenia. In: Soil Re
sources of 1\ilediterranean and Caucasus Countries. Extension 
of the Eu ropean Soil Database, ed. YusufYigini/Panos Panagos/ 
Luca Moncanarella. Publications Office of the European Union 
(Luxembourg 2013) 2-15; Amin lsmayilov, Soil Resources of 
Azerbaijan. l n: Soil Resources of Mediterranean and Caucasus 
Countries. Extension of che European Soil Database, ed. Yusuf 
Yigini/Panos Panagos/Luca Moncanarel la. Publications Office 
of the European Union (Luxembourg 2013) 16-36; Tengiz F. 
Urushadze, Giorgi 0. Ghambash idzc, Urushadze, Soil Resour
ces of Georgia. Soil Resources of M editerranean and Caucasus 
Countries. Extension of che European Soil Database, ed. Yusuf 
Yigini/Pa nos Panagos/Luca Monranarella. Publications Office of 
the European Union (LtLxembourg 2013) 77-96. 
so Among the 28 sabretache burials, in 17 cases the sabretache 
places were associated with belt sets decorated with fittings. 

'
1 Krylaszova/Belavin/Ti.irk, Ujabb adarok (Note 29), 459. 

" Evgenij Nikolaevic C hernykh, Ancient Metallurgy in che 
L'SSR. T he Early Metal Age (Cambridge 1992) 299- 308; Antoi
ne Courcier, Ancienc Metallurgy in che Caucasus from the Sixth 
ro the T hird Millennium BCE. In: Archaeomecallurgy in Global 
Perspective, ed. Benjamin 'v:Z Robercs/Chrisropher Thornron 
(New York 2014) 579- 664. 
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Fig.12 A The group of Turks depicted on the fresco from Afrasiab and the sabretache fastened in the belt (Samarkand), 7th century 
AD (after C iro Lo Muzio, Archaeological Traces of Early Turks in Transoxiana. An overview. l n: Coins, Art and Chronology ll. The 
First M illennium C. E. in the lndo-lranian Borderland, ed. ,Vlichael Al ram/Deborah E. Klimburg-Salter/Minoru Inaba/Matthias Pfi
sterer [Vienna 20 l 0] 429-442, Fig. !); B Nomadic warrior depicted on a stone relief in the Dagestan region (11 - 13th centuries), 
New York, Metropolitan Museum (after David Nicolle, Arms & Armour of the Crusad ing Era, I 050- 1350. !slam, Eastern Europe 

and Asia 2 [London 1999) 442, Fig. 548). 

silver products cannot by any means be limited 

to the region of the Volga, and should rather be 

considered as a northern extension of the re

alities from the Caucasus, as suggested by the 

known commercial routes (see Fig. 11 ). 
11rns, the spread of the sabretaches worn on the 

belt is quite eloquent in socio-historical terms, as 

it speaks for the process whereby a certain cloth

ing item or implement originally determined by 

the way of life of a community becomes a token 

of the elite when transferred to a different cul

tural environment in which che communities 

do not fo llow a no madic lifestyle.53 

'
3 Naturally this issue is determined by the relations between 
che respective groups and the socio-psychological background of 
the transfers of material culture between communities. For the 
socio-psychological analysis of intergroup relations see: Henri 
Tejfel, Social Psychology of lmergroup Relations. Annual Re
view ol Psychology 33, 1982, J-39; Ana Figueiredo/Joaquim 
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2. The sabretache fas tened on the belt is conside red 

co be a typical element of the nomadic costume.54 

In this regard it is worthwhile co mention the well

known frescos from Samarkand which clearly de

picts the respective clothing implement as worn 

by Turk nomads (Fig. 12,A). According co this 

picture the nomad ic populations were not merely 

faccors participating in the cultural transfers, but 

were also fashion init iators (Fig. 12,A- B). 

3. W ithout any doubt the diffuse character in the 

distribut ion of this type of artefact is deter-

Pires Valencim/Bertjan Doosje, T heories on intergroup relations 
and emotions: A theoretical overview. Psychologica. University of 
Coimbra 57/2, 2015, 7-33. 

'' ApxHnoB, 06LuHe )J1c,1e HT b1 (Note 35) , 222; Fodor, A 
veszelov6i ta rsolylemez (Note 35) 466. Hedenstierna-Johnson, 
Magyar - Rus' - Scandinavia (Note 44), 53: "There are a number 
of pouches in the Birka graves, some of which are of undisputable 
Magyar origin". 



mined by the state of the research. The high

er frequency of finds in the Carpathian Basin 
in comparison with the eastern regions is to a 

certain extant the result of the archaeological 

and ideological interest manifested towards 
these objects in the Hungarian Kingdom since 
l 834. 55 Moreover, even though the use of sa

bretaches decorated with plates is considered to 
have a steppe "origin", the better understand

ing of certain phenomena linked with the re
lations of the Eurasian Steppe with the great 

civilisations along the "Silk Road", the derailed 
investigation of rhe archaeological material of 

Central Asia, Iran, and Northern C hina will 
be called for in the furure.56 At the same time, 

the sabretaches decorated with places from An

dreyevskaya shhel and the Mardjani Collection 
indicate hitherto unrevealed close relations with 

the steppe region, and even with the Carpathi
an Basin and the north-eastern Caucasus, 57 

bring to light the geo-economic and geo-polit
ical importance of the Caucasus region during 

the early Middle Ages, a period largely ignored 
by European early medieval archaeology. 

6. Li st of the Sabre tac h e Fi n d s 

The numberring referes to Map 1-2, Fig. 9. 

l. Bana: A. Kiss/ A. Bartha, Graves from the 
Age of the Hungarian Conquest at Bana. 

Acta Archaeologica Academiae Scientiarum 
Hungaricae 22, 1970, 219-260; The Anci
ent Hungarians (Nore 2), 362- 364 Fig. l ; 

Bollok, Ornamentika a 10. szazadi (Note 4), 
I Pl. 8, 70 Fig. (Pl. 2, 1). 

,s Lango, Archaeological Research (Nore 34), 225-226; Peter 
Lango, The Study of the Archaeological Finds of the Tenth-Cen
tury Carpathian Basin as National Archaeology. Early N inete
enth-Century Views. ln: Manufacturing Middle Ages Entang
led History of Medievalism in Nineteenth-Century Europe, ed. 
Patrick J. Geary/G. Klaniczay. National cul Liva ti on of culture 6 
(Leiden, Boston 20 13) 397-418. 
56 In chis regard also see Jan Romgard, Did the Vikings trade 
with C hina' On a controversial passage in lbn Khordahbeh's 
Book of ltineraries and Kingdoms. Fornvannen Royal Swed
ish Academy of Lene rs, History and Antiqu it ies 111 , 2016, 
229-242. 
'57 In chis sense see also: Gabriella M. Lezsak/Andrey Novi-
chikhin/Erwin Gall , The analysis of the discoid braid ornament 
from Andreyevskaya Shhcl (Anapa, Russia) (!Och century). Acta 
Archaeologica Carpathica 53, 2018, 195-220. 

2. "Ba.rand": Laszlo D. Szabo, A ,,barandi" tar

solylemez. Debreceni Szemle. AJapicvany; 

tudomanyos es kulrurilis folyoirac 20 13/1, 
25-32; Bollok, Ornamentika a 10. szazadi 

(Note 4), I Pl. 5, 67 Fig. 
3. Besenyocelek-Szorhat: Janos Gyozo Szabo, 

H eves megye regeszeci emlekei II. Heves 
megye muemlekei I. In: Magyarorszag Mu

emleki Topografiaja, ed. Dezso Dercsenyi/ 
Pal Voit (Budapest 1969) 55; The Ancient 
Hungarians (Note 2), 383- 384, Fig. 1. 

4. Somotor-Vec/Bodrogvecs (together with an 
Arab d irham): Gyula Dokus, Arpadkori sir

leletek Zemplen varmegyeben. Archaelogiai 
Ercesito. A Magyar Regeszeti es Muveszet
torteneti Tarsulat tudomanyos folyoiraca 20, 
1900, 45-47; The Ancient Hungarians (Note 
2), 140-142, Fig. 5; Bollok, Ornamentika a 

10. szazadi (Nore 4), I PL 1 l , 73 Fig. 

5. Bugyi-Felsovany grave 2: Fiiredi, Honfog
lalas kori carsolylemez (Nore 13), 207-234; 
Bollok, Ornamentika a 10. szazadi (Note 4), 

I Pl. 13; Fiiredi, Tarsolyok (Note 14), 70 Fig. 
6. Dunavecse-Feheregyhaza: Elek Kada, Kecs

kemet videkerol valo leletek. Archaelogiai 

Ertesfto. A Magyar Regeszeri es Muvesze
ttorteneti Tarsulat cudomanyos folyoirata 

32, 1912, 323- 329; The Ancient Hunga
rians (Nore 2), 297 Fig., 307-308; Bollok, 

O rnamentika a l 0. szazadi (Note 4), I Pl. 
18, 84 Fig. (Pl. 1,6). 

7- 8. Eperjeske graves 2- 3: Lajos Kiss, Eperjes
kei honfoglalaskori temeco. Archaelogiai 

.Ertesfco. A Magyar Regeszeri es Muvesze

tti:irteneri Tarsulat tudomanyos fo lyoirata 
39, 1920- 1922, 42-55, 42-55; Fercich, A 

honfoglalo magyarsag (Note 14), 79-80; 
The Ancient Hungarians (Note 2), 72- 75 
Fig. 1-2; Bollok, O rnamentika a 10. szazadi 
(Nore 4), I Pl. 10, 16, 72 Fig., 82 Fig. 

9. Hlohovec/Galgoc: Jozsef H ampel, A hon
foglalasi kor hazai emlekei. In: A magyar 

honfoglalas kurfoi, ed. Gyula Pauler/Sandor 

Szilagyi (Budapest 1900) 530-533; The An
cient Hungarians (Note 2), 388-389 Fig. 1; 
Bollok, O rnamentika a 10. szazadi (Note 4), 
I PI. 7, 69 Fig. (PL 1,1). 

10. Izsik-Balazspuszra: Toth, The Equestrian 
grave (Note 31), 141- 185; The Ancient 

Hungarians (Note 2), 317-318 Fig. 1. 
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11-12. Karos-Eperjesszog burial ground II graves 
29 and 52: Revesz, A karosi honfoglalaskori 
cemerok (Note 4), 21, 26-29, 42 Pl. , 80 Pl.; 
Bollok, Ornamenrika a 10. szazadi (Nore 4), 
I Pl. 3, 65 Fig. 

13-15. Kenezlo-Fazekaszug burial ground I graves 3 
and 14; Kenezlo-Fazekaszug burial ground 
II grave 28: Andras Josa, Honfoglalaskori 
emlekek Szabolcsban II. Archaelogiai Er
tesito. A Magyar Regeszeti es Muveszettor
teneti Tarsulat mdomanyos folyoirata 34, 
1914, 308-309, 32 1-322, XIII Fig., XXX 
Fig.; The Ancient Hungarians (Note 2), 
151-153 Fig. l, 154 Fig. 8; Nandor Fenich, 
Adatok a honfoglalaskor archaeologiajahoz. 
Archaelogiai Enesico. A Magyar Regeszeri 
es Muveszettorreneri Tarsular tudomanyos 
folyoirata 45, 1931, 84, 54 Fig. 2; Boll6k, 
Ornamentika a 10. szazadi (Note 4), I Pl. 4, 
12, 66 Fig., 66a Fig., 83 Fig. 

16. Kiskunfelegyhaza-Radnoti Miklos street: El
vira H. Toth, Honfoglalaskori sir Kiskunfe
legyhazan. Archaelogiai Erresito. A Magyar 
Regeszeri es Muveszettorteneci Tarsulat tu
domanyos folyoirara 101 , 1974, 112-125; 
The Ancient Hungarians (Note 2), 331 Fig. l; 

Bollok, Ornamemika a 10. szazadi (Note 4), I 
Pl. 6, 68 Fig. 

17. Perbete grave 3: Isrva.n Dienes, A perbetei le
lec. Milyen volt a honfoglal6 magyarok ove? 
Archaelogiai Erresfto. A Magyar Regeszeti 
es Muveszectorceneci Tarsulat tudomanyos 
folyoirata 86, 1959, 147, XXVII Pl. 11. 

18. Rakamaz-Strazsahalom grave "A": lsrvan Di

enes, A honfoglal6 magyarok es osi hiedel
meik. In: Urali nepek, ed. Peter Hajdu (Bu
dapest l 975) 15 Fig.; The Ancient Hungari
ans (Note 2), 110-111, 11 3, Fig. 1; Bollok, 
Ornamentika a 10. szazadi (Note 4), I Pl. 1, 
63 Fig. (Pl. 1,3). 

19. Reckozberencs-Paromdomb grave 3 (scray 
find): Isrva.n Dienes, A Felso-Tisza videk a 
X. szazadban. In: Szabolcs-Szatmar megye 
muemlekei I, ed. Dezso Dercsenyi/Geza 
Entz (Budapest 1986) 54 Fig.; The Ancient 
Hungarians (Note 2), 168. 

20. Szolnok-Strazsahalom: Fettich, A honfo
glalo magyarsag (Noce 14), 18 1; The Anci
ent Hungarians (Nore 2), 282, 284 Fig. 1; 
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21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

Boll6k, Ornamemika a 10. szazadi (Nore 4), 
I Pl. 20, 86 Fig. (Pl. 1,5). 
Svalava/Szolyva: Tivadar Lehoczky, A szoly
vai hun sir. Archaelogiai Erresiro. A Magyar 
Regeszeti es Muveszectorreneri Tarsular tu
domanyos folyoirata 3, 1870, 201-206; The 
Ancient Hungarians (Note 2), 175-178 Fig. 
1; Boll6k, Ornamencika a I 0. szazadi (Nore 
4), I Pl. 9, 71 Fig. (Pl. 1,2). 

Tarcal-Rimai dulo grave 4: Andras Josa, A 
tarczali sirleletrol. Archaelogiai Ertesfto. 
A Magyar Regeszeti es Muveszettorteneti 
Tarsulat tudomanyos folyoirata 15, 1895, 
75-76; The Ancient Hungarians (Note 2), 
120 Fig. 1; Bollok, Ornamentika a 10. sza
zadi (Noce 4), l Pl. 1, 64 Fig. (Pl. 1,4). 
Tiszabezded-Haranglab dulo grave 8: And
ras Josa, A bezdedi honfoglalaskori cemeto. 
Archaelogiai Ertesiro. A Magyar Regeszeti 
es Muveszettorteneti Tarsulac mdomanyos 
folyoirata 16, 1896, 398-400, 398 VIII sir; 
The Ancient Hungarians (Note 2), 180-184 
Fig. 1-4; Bollok, Ornamenrika a 10. szazadi 
(Note 4), 429-501, I Pl. 14. 
Tiszaeszlar-Bashalom B.g. I grave D: Die
nes, Un cimetiere de Hongrois (Noce 30), 
245-275; The Ancient Hungarians (Note 
2), 185-187Fig. l. 
Tiszanana-Cseh tan ya grave l: Dienes, 
Honfoglalas kori (Noce 14), 89; The An
cient Hungarians (Noce 2), 412-413 Fig. 
I ; Revesz, Heves megye 1 0-11 (No re 18), 
284-285, 71 Pl. 

Tuzser-Boszorkanyhegy grave 6: Andras J6sa, 
Emlekek a honfoglalas korab6I. Archaelogiai 
Ertesito. A Magyar Regeszeri es Muvesze
rcorceneci Tarsulac cudomanyos folyoiraca 
20, 1900, 222 Fig.; The Ancient Hungari
ans (Noce 2), 204-206 Fig. 6; Istvanovirs, 
A Reckoz honfoglalas (Nore 14), 236-238, 
228-230 Pl. 

Turkeve-Ecsegpuszta: Janos Gyozo Szabo, 
Das silberne Taschenblech von Turkeve-Ecse
gpuszta. Acta Archaeologica Academiae Sci
enriarum Hungaricae 32, 1980, 271-293; 
The Ancient Hungarians (Note 2), 294-295, 
Fig. I; Boll6k, Ornamencika a 10. szazadi 
(Note 4), I Pl. 19, 85 Fig. 



28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

Andreyevskaya shhel.: Andrey Novicsihin/ 
Gabriella M. Lezsak/Erwin Gall, Tarsolyle
mezcoredek Andrejevszkaja scselbol. Gon
dolarok a tarsolyok Kelec-Eur6pai es Kar
pat-medencei elcerjedesevel kapcsolatban. 
Alba Regia 45, 2017, 67-88. 
Kryukovo-Kuzhnoye grave 472: Krylaszova/ 
Belavin/Tiirk, Ujabb adatok (Note 29), 9 
Fig. 1-2. 
Panovo grave 2: Istvan Erdelyi, Az osma
gyarsag regeszeti emlekei Kelec-Eur6paban. 
In: Magyar Ostorteneti Tanulmanyok, szerk. 
Antal Bartha/Karoly Czegledy/Andras R6-
na-Tas (Budapest 1977) 2 Fig.; Krylaszova/ 
Belavin/Tiirk, Ujabb adarok (Note 29), 7 
Fig. 1-4. 
Perm: Andrej M. Belavin/Natalja B. Krila
szova, Tarsolylemez Perm kornyekerol. Folia 
Archaeologica. A Magyar Nemzeti Mi'.1zeum 
Evkonyve. Annales Musei Nacionalis Hun
garici 54, 2008- 2010, 243-249; Istvan Fo
dor, Ostorreneti vitak es alvitak. In: Csoda
szarvas IV, szerk. Adam Molnar (Budapest 

2012) 125- 146; Krylaszova/Belavin/Tiirk, 
Ujabb adacok (Note 29), 3 Fig. 1. 

32. Rusenikha grave 2: HttKHTHHa, no~CHhle 
(Note 31), 152-153, 155 Fig. 2- 3; Istvan 
Fodor, Honfoglalas kori tarsolylemezeink 
es keleti parhuzamaik. Magyar Tudomany 
178/6, 2017, 3 Fig. 1. 

33. Veselovo [near Semenovo) grave 19: Fo
dor, A veszelov6i tarsolylemez (Nore 35), 
457-470. 

34-36. Ihe Mardjani Collection (Southern Ural): 
K. A. Py,neHKO, Pe11,1rne Haxo,nKH '.)nox11 
Xa,apcKoro KaraHarn (3a:1-1eTK11 o xa3apcKo
BeHrepcKoM 11cKyccrne). Teop11~ 11 npaKrnKa 
apxeonorn4ecK11x 11ccne11,0BaH11H 15/3, 
2016, 76, 78-79 Fig. 12-14; Istvan Fodor, 
Honfoglalas kori tarsolylemezeink es kele
ti pirhuzamaik. Magyar Tudomany 178/6, 
20 17, 3 Fig. 2- 4. (Pl. 2,2-4). 

37-38.Birka/Bjorko graves 644 and 819: Hol
ger Arbman, Birka I. Die Graber (Uppsala 
1943) Pl. 129/ l a-lb, 222-223, 295. 
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Map I The geographical distribution of the sabretache plates (the numbering of the sites corresponds co List I). 
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Map 2 The sabretache plates in the Carpathian Basin during the I 0th century (rhc numbering of the sites corresponds to List I). 
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Archaeological si1es: I. Aso11halo111-l{l\o;-2. Oeregovo-B,,csu: 3. S011101or-Vec Bodrog,ecs-Homokdomb: 4. Egcr-Almagyar: 5. Egcr-Rcpasic10 gra,c I: 6. Hloho,cc Gnlg6c: 7. Hajd,1dorog-Teme1ohegy: 

8. lbr:iny-Esb6halom grave 197 b: 9. Karos-Epcrjcsszog Burial ground I s1ray finds: I 0. Karos-Epcrjess16g Burial ground II simy linds. gr.I\ cs I. 2. 7. 51: 11. Kecskcme1-0rgovi111y stray find: 

12. Kcnc,16-Fazckas,ug Bunal ground I gr:l\c 14; 13. Kcnc,lo-Fa,ckavug Bunal ground 11 gra, c 19: 14. Dobra/K,;dobra-L,gahomok gra, c 2: 15. K1s1okaJ·Homokba11ya gra,c 53: 16. Pap-R6zsadomb grn,c 7; 

17. Pr,a Pcr.,c-Bcrc,. Borszcg grn,c I 01.18. Sarospalak-Baksahomok graves I. 2. and 4: 19. Szilas-Tercsi d(i lo: 20. Szolnok-Str:izsahalom grave: 21. Szom6d-Bocskahegy grave: 

22. T, rdoSo,cc Tardoskedd-Pap1ag gra, e I: 23. Tisz:isUly-[hhalom: 24. Com.LT1>1acsoma-S11pah.it gm,e 3: Clad Deutsch Altenburg 'lt:meto, ar. 

Map 3 The geographical distribution of the dirhams in the Carpathian Basin (I Och century). 
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Plate I 11,e sabrerache places from the Ca rpathian Basin. I H lohovec/Galg6c; 2 Svalava/Szolyva; 3 Raka maz-Stdzsahalom grave "A"; 
4 Tarcal-Rimai diilo grave 4; 5 Szolnok-Scrazsahalom; 6 Dunavecse-Feheregyhaza. 
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Plate 2 11,e sabretache places from che Carpathian Basin and the Eastern Europe. I Bana; 2-4 The Mardjani Collection (after: AH 
1996, 362: Fig. l; K. A. Pyr1e11Ko, BenHKaJI BeHrpH~ w JleBer11rn: BeHrpb1 B X roapHw. ln: TTyTewecrnwe H611 <Da,'l,.TJaHa. BomKCKHH 
n)'Tb OT 6arna,,a ;JO 6ynrapa, KaTa.~or BblCTaBKH Kroat-1b, <DeBpa.1b- CeHrn6pb 20 I 6 [MocKBa 2016) 338- 347, here 338: 251, 

339: 252, 340: 253). 
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Abstract: A view from the West to the East. An Analysis of the Characteristics, Chronology, and Distribution of 
the Sabretache Plates in the 10th century 

The subject of this article is the analysis of the characteristics, chronology, and distribution of sabretache 
places, wh ich were regarded as genuine Hungarian products from the beginning of the I 0th century for 
about I 50 years. Being one of the most iconic arrefaccs of the "funerary horizon" of the Hungarian Con

quest Period in che Carpathian Basin, sabretaches and in particularly their decoration has been in constant 

attencion of - especially Hungarian - archaeologists. Sabretache plates share similar characteristics within 
the vast areas of the Eastern Europe and the Carpathian Basin. Even so, rectangular openwork in the central 

part of the sabretache plate have been identified only in the Eastern Europe steppe region, with one single 
exception in the Carpathian Basin. The analysed items cannot be dated earlier than 920/930 in these areas, 
respectively the latest item not later than che last decades of the 1 Och century. N umerous fundamental ques

tion s have to be posed about the cause and character of the macro-regional distribution of sabretache plates 

across the Carpathian Basin, Scandinavia, the steppe region, and the Ural region. Analys ing the associated 
inventories in funerary contexts from Scandinavia, Volga and the Cama region, steppe region, and the 
Carpathian Basin, a further cultural and economic link emerges between the respective macro-regions; i. e. 

che I 0th century Arab dirhams. These items can be associated with long distance commerce. In every single 
case, finding places of sabretache plates are located in the vicinity of the great Eurasian commercial roads, 

which highlights further the "international" character of these clothing accessories. This situation can only 
be explained through the presence of Arabic political and economic factor, and its relations with Khazar, 

Pecheneg and Viking networks of power, representing the existence of a complex system of communication 
channels. 

Zusammenfassung: Ein Blick von West nach Ost. Eine Analyse von Kennzeichen, Chronologie und Verbreitung 
der Taschenplatten im 10. jahrhundert 

Der Artikel analysierr Merkmale, Chronologie und Verbreitung der Taschenplatten, die als Produkte 
der Ungarn des I 0. Jahrhundercs seit 150 Jahren anerkannt sind. Als besonders ikonischer Gegenstand des 
,,Graberhorizonts" der ungarischen Landnahmezeit im Karpatenbecken erlangten diese Taschenplarren und 

besonders ihre Verzierung die andauernde Aufmerksamkeit der - insbesondere ungarischen - Archaolog
en. Taschenplatten besirzen ahnliche Merkmale in weiten Gebieten Osteuropas und des Karpatenbeckens. 

Dennoch ist ein rechteckiger Durchbruch in der Mitre der Taschenplarce11 nur in der osteuropaischen Step

penregion bekannt und lediglich einmaJ aus dem Karpatenbecken. Die analys ierten Stucke konnen niche 
friiher als um 920/930 datiert werden und das ji.ingste Objekc niche sparer als in die lerzren Jahrzehnte des 
10. Jahrhunderrs. Zahlreiche grundlegende Fragen stellen sich - zu Ursachen und Charakter ihres weit

reichenden Vorkommens im im Karpatenbecken, in Skandinavien, in der Steppen region und am Ural. 
Bei der Analyse der Grabkontexte in Skandinavien, im Wolga- und Kama-Gebiet, in der Steppenregion 

und im Karpatenbecken wird ein weiterer funeraler und wirrschafrlicher Zusammenhang zwischen diesen 

Gebieten sichtbar - arabische Dirhams des I 0. Jahrhunderrs. Sie !assen sich mit dem Fernhandel erklaren. 
Die Fundorte jeder einzelnen Taschenplatte liegen in der Nahe gro~er europaischer Handelsrouten, was 

erneur den ,,internationalen" Charakter dieser Kleidungsbestandteile unrerstreichr. Das kann nur <lurch die 
Auswirkungen arabischer Politik und \'v'irrschaft erklarr werden und ihre Beziehungen zu politischen Netz

werken bei C hasaren, Petschenegen und Skandinaviern, die wiederum ein komplexes System von Kommu
nikationskanalen widerspiegeln. 

11 1 
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